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FOREWORD
Welcome to the inaugural Red Wolf Journal Spring 2014 Issue 1.
The poems in this issue explore “the art of habitation.” Poems that are engaged
with the idea of dwelling, both physical and psychic. A feeling of rootedness or
lack thereof. Is home a fixed idea or constantly changing? Does it require
negotiation?
Poems that explore personal and communal landscapes. Poems that evoke a sense
of place and time, deal with family and origin. Poems that are as tangible as the
lacquer vase you brought home from Vietnam, as palpable as the trophies lined on
a dresser, as delicious as the spices that fragrance a family dish. Poems that
describe the spaces of your youth–the house you’ve since moved from.
Poems that bring a sense of what home means.
To inhabit is also an act of naming. I searched for the name of the lily in this
issue’s cover art by Catrin Welz-Stein and found stargazer lilies. Serendipitously I
also discovered that “lily of the valley” is the name of the lily in a vase at home.
How would I know you if I do not know your name? The value in naming people
and things in poems is also a practice of the art of habitation. The soul is possessed
by these things.
If there’s one thing I learned as a writer, it is to be specific. In the words of Terry
Tempest Williams, if “we are living a life without specificity, and then our lives
become abstractions. Then we enter a place of true desolation.” May the poems
that follow allow us to make a sense of home, whatever it is.
Irene Toh & Neil Reid, editors
Red Wolf Journal Spring 2014 Issue 1
http://redwolfjournal.wordpress.com/
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No fair
by Melissa Allen

I feel like any day now you’ll write a note
to say forget all that deepest regrets
etc. etc.
and while reading it I’ll be seized
no I mean literally from behind
by the hair
and it’s the one I meant to all along
it’s the one apostle they always thought
would give in someday
it’s that one buck someone saw
back when summer no fair shooting
twelve points
I mean to say you know what I mean
but since we’ve both forgotten
why not drive
out into the country where the hills
make you slightly sick riding over them
and ride, over them
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(till)
by Melissa Allen

He thought I unfriended him and I thought he unfriended me. However it
happened, we’re no longer friends. It’s nice that it’s possible to identify this state
with such clarity now.
till the story’s over till east till west

Melissa Allen lives in Madison, Wisconsin. She writes mainly haiku and other
micropoetry, but sometimes she gets brave and writes longer poetry.
She blogs at Red Dragonfly.
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Strawberry Jam
by Sabra Bowers

plucked strings float their music and
the soft rattle of dishes brings running cats
strawberry jam tops freshly baked bread
a warm mug of chai lifts my spirit
while dreams still whisper in my head
a glorious sunrise escorts morning
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A Song
by Sabra Bowers

I want a song
to steal my heart away
a song for morning
to help me greet the day
at noon, a melody
for dancing blues away
a chant for evening
to lull and tuck away
the entire scale is needed
to take me through the day
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Ghosts
by Sabra Bowers

do ghosts gather
on patches of hillside
where bees swarm
do they gather
at the edges of your mind
unbidden
does the Holy Ghost
commune with those
in worship
can you allow for
a ghostly spill in your
exacting, sharply focused life

Sabra Bowers lives and works in the suburbs of Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. She
enjoys all the performing arts and considers poetry her daily medicine for
wholeness.
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The Backyard at Sunset
by James Brush

I pull a rake against dry oak leaves
the wind gusts and twirls
an invisible rope
coiling through the cooling air
sunset and shadows cover the ground
I can no longer tell leaves from grass
the purpling sky is a fading sea
tugging the live oaks against gravity
mockingbirds call and chirp
I don’t know what they’re saying
but I believe them
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Ghazal of Treaty Oak
by James Brush

Great Treaty Oak, a poisoned husk,
bent boughs beneath this ashen dusk.
The deals we reached beneath this tree
portended its pale and broken dusk.
I always dreamed I’d shoot your scenes
beneath theses branches at golden dusk.
Long years and days withered away
and swallowed you in barren dusk.
Odd limbs still live and mingle with
new high rise lines in token dusk.
Somehow you found the way back home
all through the long moth-eaten dusk.
And the songs of city birds suggest
the dawn of some new-woven dusk.

James’ process notes:
Treaty Oak is a 500-year-old southern live oak in downtown Austin, TX. In 1989
someone poisoned it. After a major recovery effort, it survived and the poisoner
went to jail for a good long time. It’s still a big tree but only a fraction of its former
self, yet ten years later it started releasing acorns again.
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Ghazal for a Nameless Stream
by James Brush

I walk as in an autumn dream
to this sweet and secret stream.
Cumulous roiled sky and leaves,
reflections in this cloudlet stream.
Come winter nightfall stars shine
time above this comet stream.
Raindrops pelt the surface of this
momentary wavelet stream.
Despite well known creeks, I’m drawn
each spring to this minute stream.
Turtles travel the muddy road
of this slow and temperate stream.
Summer noon, birds disperse; only
wind around this quiet stream.
How many days have I explored
and sat beside this favorite stream?

James Brush lives in Austin, TX where he teaches high school English. He is the
author of Birds Nobody Loves, and A Place Without a Postcard. You can find him
online at Coyote Mercury where he keeps a full list of publications.
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Grey
by Vivienne Blake

That was the year we all had a crush on Miss Mayland.
A year of triumph and disaster
And we did keep our heads.
We swam a mile at the lido,
Domini, Kevin and me.
The weather was grey,
the water too cold at fifty degrees.
We sang as we swam
Rose, Rose I love you
Skin starting to crinkle
A you’re Adorable
Strokes slower and slower
I’d like to get you
On a slow boat to China.
Counting the lengths–
when can we stop?
That was the year that they kicked Churchill out.
Everything grey
Everything drear
Rationing still at its worst.
Ten million for the spectacles and eightpence for the meat
At Much Binding in the Marsh.
Everyone grim,
everyone grumpy.
That was the year we sang at the Festival:
How beautiful they are, the lordly ones.
Precise, rehearsed and drilled
heartless girls but we all did our best.
So we won, we won, we won.
On the way home we sang on the bus.
Took off our hats and shouted.
What would they say at the Convent?
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Took off our gloves, shock horror.
What would they say at the Convent?
At Church street we went in the chippy.
How frightful, what would they say?
Fish and chips in the street
in our prim uniforms
but no hats and no gloves. It was good.
We paraded our triumph, our pride and our sin,
broke all the rules in loud celebration,
banished the grey.
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Time–and Time Again
by Vivienne Blake

Time is but an abacus
that flows like a river in spate,
the river of my childhood, green
and cold and smelling of drains.
The sound of rushing, roaring winter flood
or the trickle of placid summer drought,
the Thames, a thread through my childhood
and beyond.
A move away in adulthood–
the wrench from my foundations,
accelerating time and ageing.
Merde, I say, at time’s effect on
gravity, as everything sags
and loses color.
The swooshy rush of time’s river
slows almost to a standstill
in old age and yet, and yet,
days pass in seconds
as this old frame flows into
amorphous dirt and all but disappears.

Vivienne’s process notes:
From the age of 9 to 14 I lived beside the river Thames, with Windsor Castle in
view across the water meadows. Most of the time I was in or on the river.

Vivienne Blake discovered poetry in her seventies, during an Open University
Creative Writing course. She is making up for lost time, with poems published in
anthologies and magazines, including Long Story Short, Equinox, and the French
Literary Review (in English and French). She lives with her retired dentist husband
in rural Normandy.
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Mere Reflections of Dust
by Marilyn Braendeholm

It’s time. We open lace-frosted windows.
We shake memories from your duvet.
We straighten and pinch pleats into curtains.
We brush away bits of you flaked to dust,
but we leave your shoes paired and lined
as neatly moored boats in the closet.
And three bullfinches watch us, closeting
away their want to flight. Spiegelled to windows,
sat there on lichen-crusted branches, linedup like clothes pegs, feathers fluffed into duvets
against December’s chill. Their songs as light as dust.
Long frills of song that silt through closed curtains.
Forever I’ll think of winter smoky smells curling in curtains,
a rush of summer scents at the church doors. Priestly closets
of ritual water, lit wax tapers, and prayers. Roses that dust
cold stone aisles. You tucked up in heaven, our hearts windows
opened to every changeable storm as cold winter sun lines
crosses from lead panes. Shadowy clouds of tumbling duvets.
Forever I’ll remember summer winds and spinnaker duvetsoft sails filled with holidays. The boat’s lip drinking curtains
of sea, tipped like a chalice filling with blind joy and lined
with the twinkle of your eye. These. Locked away. Closeted.
Protected where air won’t dilute our memories. A window
where we see you, recalling more than today’s sparkling dust.
Forever I’ll remember your hands mending dry walls. Stone dust
dancing with your smile that spilled into a laugh, soft as a duvet
and just as light. You watching weather passing by the window,
your shadow lingers on the floor, your fingers still curl the curtains
and a brown spiced scent spills through my thoughts from your closet.
Our safe harbour. A sanctuary of memories. We’re anchored and lined.
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This morning we woke. Your shirts and shoes tidy. In line.
Your old gold watch and bedside clock wound. Dusted.
A hanger keeps your wedding suit of 60-years ago. Closeted.
The past holds our cherished memories — suddenly your duvet
swirls dizzying scents of you as I open your bedroom curtains that
still curl where your fingers held them open against the window.
Your cologne lines your closet with a lifetime of rich memories.
A bright scent freshened by an open window and sun-filled curtains.
I shake your duvet, dust sprinkled with sunshine. I’m filled with you.

Marilyn’s process notes:
This poem (a sestina) was written while my father-in-law was in hospital with
pneumonia. He passed away on 6 December 2012 in Denmark. Rest in peace, Far.
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Undertaking Remedials
by Marilyn Braendeholm

photograph (c) Marilyn Braendeholm

I haven’t been here for a while, not since
I was a haughty teen and the priest said
we’d all go to hell no matter what path
we chose. What’s the point, I thought no matter what remedials I took, I was
headed for clouds of sulphurs
and an afterlife akin to a lit matchstick.
So anyway, as I was saying, or rather
writing since that’s what I’m doing,
I haven’t been here for a while, and I’m
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not ashamed to say that I’ve rather missed
the old place. The smell of damp sandstone
that pinches at your nostrils, and those wooden
pews buffed to a miraculous shine, which
is what comes from 500-years of arses
swiping their way along its considerable
burnish length – slowly sliding in but
sliding out faster, fidgeting and squirming,
broad bums swish-swiping about and each
movement resurrecting a high gloss shine
on these leaf-carved planks of oak. Yes.
Much to my surprise, I’ve missed my
Sunday mornings at our old parish church.
Doubt that I’ll tell anyone that though;
might be a while ‘til I return again.

Marilyn Braendeholm lives in the UK surrounded by flowers, grapevines,
bubbling pots of sourdough starter, a Springer Spaniel, and a small camera that she
keeps in her pocket. She never buys clothing without pockets. Her work has found
homes with Poetry Quarterly, Curio Poetry, Mouse Tales Press, Four &
Twenty, Fib Review, Sprout Magazine, Camel Saloon, Jellyfish Whispers, Red Wolf
Journal and several international anthologies.
Marilyn blogs at The Chalk Hills Journal.
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To the Three Temple Bells Hung On My New Spare Room’s Doorknob
by Therese Broderick

Altogether now, not too loudly,
let’s ring out my former
Storage Room–
my parents’ chairs, lamps, wall mirrors
and too many years of photo frames;
and my Office painted green–
that Macintosh console I hauled home
then sold too cheaply one December;
and my wallpapered Nursery–
those longest nights of my life dangling
the faces on a checkered mobile;
and my off-white Vacancy–
brand new room, upstairs, back corner,
south sun when we both moved in
that June weekend I chimed vows,
chimed promises to him
to stay in one place.

Therese’s process notes:
When writing poems, I strive to envoice “thought-sounding”, the sound of mindin-action, the tidal murmurings of feeling. One of my composition strategies is to
study and emulate the work of other poets who have already mastered that intimate
tone. Most of my poems blend three elements: Autobiography; a turn away from
The Actual for the sake of The Art; and homages to the examples of other poets.
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Their Moving Van Drives Off
by Therese Broderick

and so I bed down on their kitchen floor,
sleeping bag next to their one radiator
widowed by its one thermostat,
a golden monocle stuck at 60;
feet coupling near the rickety refrigerator,
coils gagging, motors coughing,
minus-seven-degree winds rasping
other tenants’ carports and dumpsters.
I close my eyes to my mother’s story:
no matter how chilly the drafts
from hand-sawed doors and shutters
her people would huddle on the carpet
of their parlor, beside their coffins–
stillborn infant, pocked schoolboy,
spinster aunt, or one more young uncle
frozen drunk on the Erie barge.
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Ten Months And Three Weeks
by Therese Broderick

Still too young to tell me what you’re searching for
after I rest your purple spoon on the highchair tray
nearly cleaned of peas and tuna bits, after I lift
your body to my shoulder to thrum away bubbles
of swallowed air. You babble ”Khaa” while prying
open my lips, sticky fingers pinching moist bottom
front teeth, then poking innermost cheeks,
gums, porcelain-capped molars and all along
my tongue–fat muscle nannying you
on Monday mornings. Maybe you’re reaching for
warmed-up wads which had been oiling my throat
through lunchtime–“More? More?”–new words
your family and I must sample; or are you
probing for a seedless red grape which
you’ve always sensed should be pulping here
within me, if only I were Great-Grandmother
chewing to harmlessness your next new food then
passing it by lip with a kiss? same first reflex
born to shorebirds–beaks pecking, baby necks
outstretching to mother gullets or father pellets.
I’ll wait for your knuckles to tire out
and tuck, before humming our song to thumbs.

Therese L. Broderick has contributed to her poetry community (Albany, New
York) for 14 years in various roles–writer, reader, teacher, critique buddy,
classroom guest, judge, and Board volunteer.
Therese blogs at Poet Apace.
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God–
by Cathy

You need to be more thunderous with your love of us.
Who knows? Maybe a thousand of misplaced souls
will be saved or destroyed, depending on your thousand moods.
Just don’t count and save this charming soul.
This she, would rather be alone with the red sunset of a May 3rd.
However, this sunset was dressed in the blessed bridal gown
of rain clouds and no rain fell upon me like the Holy Spirit.
Can the rain clouds be the bride-to-be for the night?
Alas they are not and no messages from the above.
God will dress up tomorrow acts of being uniquely sane.
No instead, the devil and I will undress the new day
from its holiness and the prayers that adorn it so well.
Yes God! You can chop me up and put the bloody bits
in your daily lunch of soup. Surely–
I would serve you better that way, one does hope.
Now–
Why must something pulsate like that, from my mind
and then it dare ask me–to spit upon God’s open hand.
What have I done? What has God done for all this trouble?
Say aloud a meek prayer for the souls who curse thee
for that’s all I have left now, standing before this world.
Then again–
I’m alive. I’m alive.

Cathy–a 40ish poet, who lives in Northeast Pennsylvania. When she is not writing
poems, she is usually working on her photography or enjoying nature. She’s bit of
a private person, so no last name.
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The Wind’s Course
by Elizabeth Cook

With sighing breath does the wind acquiesce
In mournful cheer, to be ever steered
By Hyperion’s chariot churning up our skies
By the ivory orb governing our tides
By fiery glows breaking from below
And by the woodwind’s greedy summoning
And with sighing breath does the wind acquiesce
To wander the wend of Earth’s curved bed
Not a nook or tree to be christened home
All to be left, and all to be known
In equal joy to sound airy heartstrings–
In equal love, to be mourned at parting

Elizabeth Cook is pursuing an MA in Economics, having discovered too late why
it is called the dismal science. When free of school work and job hunting, she
enjoys reading (books and manga), playing squash, and eating good food. She also
has trouble saying no to a night out on the town.
Elizabeth blogs at Serial Outlet.
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Hand Me Downs
by Elizabeth Crawford

photograph (c) Elizabeth Crawford

A holder of hope, a whisperer of dreams.
Her blood in my veins, songs we sang together.
Words from a journal she tried to keep to please me.
Still lifes, landscapes carefully painted in vivid detail.
She prayed each night, counting beads
of the rosary always kept beneath her pillow,
each filigreed orb slipping between silky skin of bent fingers.
A holder of hope, a whisperer of dreams.
So many images, memories like fine-line cracks
in plastered and painted walls of my mind.
Each day, new ones seemingly forgotten,
her blood in my veins, songs we sang together.
Tiny feet crawling swiftly across awareness.
Sometimes causing me to flinch away
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from sadness and grief at her passing.
Words from a journal she tried to keep to please me.
Once said I had healing in my hands, surprised
when I nodded that I knew, that others had said the same.
Her hand in mine giving gifts to new generations,
still lifes, landscapes carefully painted in vivid detail.
Elizabeth’s process notes:
I was one of four children, and the one who carried none of my Mother’s physical
characteristics. Although our relationship was strained early on, she became a role
model in many ways, teaching me that one is never too old to begin to act on a
lifelong dream (she found a teacher and began painting in her mid-sixties, while I
met my teacher and began writing poetry just before turning forty). I became one
of her primary caregivers in her declining years and only then realized how much
she had handed down to me about seeing the vivid details that daily surround each
of us. The photograph is my Mother at age 16. She was so proud of the fact that in
it, she “weighed only 98 pounds and wore a size 4 shoe.”
The poem started as a cascade poem, using lines borrowed from another poet as the
first verse and repeat lines used at the end of others. Re-visioned, I wanted to keep
the form, because memories often seem to follow that echoing sort of pattern.
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Fishing For Memories
by Elizabeth Crawford

photograph (c) Elizabeth Crawford

Times when I think I remember too much.
Sixty years plus is a mountain of memories,
each one a small stone or huge boulder.
Getting older makes it worse.
Sometimes curse the flow
on those days when I want to look back
and can’t seem to catch anything
but shadows slipping through doors
closed tight with locked latches.
What I remember most fondly is going fishing
with my father. Cool morning mist dissipating
slowly, like soft sensuous dream disintegrating
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at awakening. Silence that wasn’t really silent:
water lapping, birds chanting morning prayers,
fish jumping for flying insects then dropping back
to gently plop leaving only an echo of ringed ripples at surface.
Threading hook with live crawlers
caught the night before with bare fingers
at edge of flashlight beam
(had to be quick or they’d slip back into darkness).
Letting the line down until it hit bottom
then reeling it up a bit so bait
would move with current, look enticing to perch
feeding in weeds.
Smell of dad’s cigarette drifting through air,
not many words shared, some quiet teasing
about who would catch first one,
the biggest, the most.
Long ride back from Sturgeon Bay or some other direction.
Didn’t make much difference, I was willing to go wherever he led me.
He didn’t make demands that I be a certain way,
dress in a certain fashion,
not be quite so passionate about things.
Coming home with a pail full of perch.
Silently watching him clean them, helping
where I could, taking my turn at scraping, cutting and gutting.
Hardest part might have been moving back into that world of others,
mother and siblings, having to share him again.

Elizabeth’s process notes:
My relationship with my father was both emotionally supportive (he was the only
one who told me, in my formative years, that I could and would do whatever I set
my mind to) and complicated by the shadow of a car accident that left me (at age
four) with a permanent scar that shelters my ear, a steel pin to patch shattered skull
bone, and a very dark pre-surgery prognosis of Cerebral Palsy (the doctor called
me his little Miracle Girl for years afterward). I have often wondered if the guilt
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we shared silently was the reason for our bond or if it was allowed by my Mother
to insure that neither one of us strayed too far away from family and home.
The photograph was taken, I believe, about ten months before he passed away from
pancreatic cancer. He couldn’t join us in the boat (sick with chemotherapy) so was
fishing from the dock of the rented cottage my husband and I had arranged for a
family vacation. When I and my son and ex pulled into the dock grinning, he
leaned over and said, “You caught a big one didn‘t you? I heard you yelling across
the lake.” When asked how he knew it was me that had caught the Northern, he
said, with a cheeky grin, “Cause I taught you everything you know and you will
always be my favorite fishing buddy.”

Elizabeth Crawford views poetry as an educational and therapeutic tool. She
hopes to continue writing until she can no longer hold a pen. She began her poetic
journey in mid-life and only desires to catch up before running out of ink.
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The Drive Home
by Margaret Fieland

A flash of tan flank, small hooves
illuminated by my headlights.
Enough woodland remains
for foxes, skunks, flocks of wild turkeys,
and the occasional deer
to leap hopefully across the road.

Margaret’s process note: I wrote this poem after spotting a deer crossing just in
front of my car.
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The Wayfarer
by Margaret Fieland

To the stranger
who helped me
when I stumbled
up subway stairs,
made polite conversation,
as he ignored
his gut-gnawed urge
for a fix.
Bless you, buddy,
wherever you are,
these forty years
gone.
Margaret’s process notes:
The poem is a tribute to a man who helped me home when I injured my knee in
ballet class many years ago. I was living just above the East Village in Manhattan
at the time. By the time I emerged from the subway at 14th street, my knee had
swollen to the size of a football. One of the many addicts who frequented the area
helped me home. He was into Tae Kwon Do, as was a friend of mine, and we
discussed the Martial Arts the whole way home. I’ve never forgotten his kindness.

Born and raised in New York City, Margaret Fieland has been around art and
music all her life. Her poems and stories have appeared in journals such as
Turbulence Magazine, Front Range Review, and All Rights Reserved. She is one of
the Poetic Muselings. Their poetry anthology, Lifelines, was published by
Inkspotter Publishing in November, 2011. She is the author of Relocated, Geek
Games, and Broken Bonds, published by MuseItUp Publishing, and of Sand in the
Desert, a collection of science fiction persona poems. A chapter book is
forthcoming.
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This Sun-lit Stone
by Hannah Gosselin

Golden and glowing,
sprigs of wheat in windowsill–
eyes imagine fields.
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This Hollow Stone
by Hannah Gosselin

Doors of opened home–
hollow, calling for spring’s nest…
string, feathers and breath.
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One Whorled Stone
By Hannah Gosselin

Oceanic talk,
spiraled of sea and season
Periwinkles plot.

Hannah Gosselin finds sources of poetic potential in natural beauty. There’re
poems begging to be written, hidden-waiting in the still seeded center of a
dandelion.
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Fort Andros Flea Market: Christening Dress: Circa 1895
by Grace Harriman

I bought the tiny dress as a rescue
From the crush of chunky costume earrings, rusted Tonka trucks and soiled teddy
bears.
I saved the dress from dirty suffocation
Amid 50 years of hoarded human trash.
When she was washed, starched, ironed
She seemed to take a long look at me,
But said nothing.
I wrapped her in crisp tissue paper,
Wary she might come alive
To tell the short tale
I could not bear to hear.
Folded, she fits in the palms
Of my joined hands.
The tiny package
Radiates forgiveness
for my most brutal mistake.
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Baby Sabotage
by Grace Harriman

When I was four
I sat in a sunny window seat.
My hand grasped
My mothers’ heirloom choker
12 rows of tiny seed pearls
With an engraved gold clasp.
I had to jam and twist the scissors
Between the tight rows,
Until the strings gave,
Sending the seed pearls
Scattering across the floor.
When dressing for an evening out:
The necklace was the final touch:
Black velvet dress
With cream satin collar.
A fresh gardenia in her hair.
Silk stockings slipped into
Strapped and pointed high heels.
Perfume on the inside of her wrists.
The seed pearls fastened,
The final touch
Before departure.
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Osprey Nest
by Grace Harriman

When the blizzard moved
Out to sea
I broke the deep drifts
Out to the last pine
A lookout over New Meadows River. Close by the tree
I found a winter crime scene:
High winds had knocked down
The Osprey’s mammoth nest.
I lifted the heavy nest,
Fingers tingled
As I turned it right side up.
From its private center,
Spiraling outward
In widening bands of sturdy sticks,
Aligned by mud and sea grass,
The nest expanded
To find its ideal width.
I have spoken, touched, gestured,
But what I leave behind will not reflect
The intention and care
In this fallen nest.
But I have, standing knee deep
In snow that has finished off a winter,
Worked at meaning and words
With similar persistence.
To see the interior of the fallen nest
Is not only a sacred gift,
But a fossil cracked open for me
To read the hieroglyphics of effort.
The Osprey’s sticks
As words expanding
33

Until they are a poem.
Sticks, an alphabet to build,
From what we have gathered,
What we hope endures.

Grace Harriman lives in Bath, Maine and is writing a great deal since she retired
from teaching.
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The Holiness Of Place
by Christopher Hileman

Some of us build on
the people in our strange lives
and some build heart on
the places they go,
they have been in former lives.
What is it I do
that so provokes you
I ask? And why is it that
you take me away
again and again?
I am from forests. Aspens
quake in my back yard
and I shiver to
their time, taking their green shape,
continuing my
eternal return.
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Making Camp
by Christopher Hileman

It is ash now, ash
where we built the fire after
yesterday’s long hike
into love’s wild ways,
where we came to rest, singing
twelve songs of wonder
all in angelic
tones, as if it was written
that we give love voice.
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Said Three Ways
by Christopher Hileman

I am so scattered
these days, as if someone drew
through me with a rake.
It’s like I am spilt
corn across the road waiting
to be ground to dust.
You were my heart’s glue.
You have taken me apart
with a turn and glance.

Christopher Hileman moved to Oregon in 1973. He has retired to live on the
volcanic bluff overlooking Willamette Falls in Oregon City, Oregon. He ascends
the stairs from his basement digs to improvise on his Yamaha keyboard or the
house Playel grand when the calico cat releases him from below. The part-Irish
Wolfhound here likes him.
Christopher blogs at View From The Northern Wall.
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Water Ways
by De Jackson

She spills best here,
fills her veins with indigo-inky
strains of song. She belongs
along these sapphire shores,
breathing in blue and knowing
too that heaven sighs
in turquoise tears.
We’re all three-fourths liquid,
but perhaps after all these
salty years, her heart lies
deeper, steeped in murmured,
mirrored sky.
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Houses
by De Jackson

Halfway to
crazy, she sounds
the alarms, flees, builds
a tiny cottage by the sea. She sings
herself a shanty, cabins toes
into cold sand, castles
her heart in clouds.
The wind weaves her a welcome
mat, mansions her soul
and all things un
-known, and she figures
perhaps she’s at least
halfway
home.

De Jackson breathes best with inky fingers and salty, sea-soaked toes. She’s a fulltime mama, a published (unpaid, unless you count garbanzo beans) poet, and a
terrible housekeeper.
She blogs at Whimsygizmo’s Blog.
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Another Month of Winter
by JulesPaige

Because there was a false sense of spring
I wore one less layer, and was cold–even inside
my home for most of the day
Warmed by the hope that the next storm
would take an upturn–though not wishing
several more inches on anyone else
Ran my errands with my sun glasses on, no hat,
no mittens–not even zipping my coat–wanting
to breathe light
The birds are calling again, more vocal that ever–
there are ducks in the distant creek,
I see them through my picture window
Today I am layered once again, the sky sulks–
winter will not be forgotten as another arctic blast
blows with precision down my neck
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two scenes, same location
by JulesPaige

at seven in the eastern front sky of the house
one last check for the late arrival of our mail–
and I am delighted to see Orion courting Venus
the sky is clear and full of stars
at one in the morning looking out the front window
all the stars have vanished and a waning snow moon
struggles to be seen–an early forecaster of yet
another storm on the horizon

JulesPaige is the nom-de-plume of a lifelong poet who started writing in sixth
grade. That was a long time ago for wife, mother and “Grama” who’s still an
“amateur.”
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The Homecoming
by Jane Kohut-Bartels

I passed right by it on that river-twinned road,
The county lax on cutting limbs,
Shrub from the roadside.
Sixty years I travelled down that road
The house sticking out
Like a beacon of light pulling me homeward.
I was ashamed I had gone by,
Not recognizing until up upon it,
And then missing the driveway.
Oh, how much things have changed!
Paint peeling from clapboards and trim,
Shutters, too, and worse offense–
The pin from the door of the smokehouse
Fallen, where the plank door hung like a
Drunken one-armed monkey.
Gone was the orchard, gone the 50 fruit trees
My father labored to grow. Gone, too, the peonies
That crowned the hill below the pasture, too far
From the fence for any horse’s nibbling.
Gone the fence, too.
Inside I marveled how small
The rooms seemed, though a huge
Stove and island took much room
From the old kitchen, once
Simpler in décor.
I put my hand on the oldest mantel,
And the house didn’t breathe.
I heard no tinkling laughter,
No ghosts nor kin playing in the halls,
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No strains of a French horn,
No barking of dogs,
No clucking of long gone hens.
That ghost I was familiar with,
Making drying plates stand up and twirl,
And once in a while, I would jump down from
The barn’s rafters, run to the house eager to play
With any soul faintly calling my name.
I never knew what ghost did the bedeviling.
Either a shade of a Dutch farmer smoking
His long, white clay pipe,
Or a Colonial soldier oiling his rifle,
Perhaps a housewife, mourning her dead children.
Typhoid in the 1820’s took
Scores of children. Many graves
Told the tale.
“Sleep on dear babe
And take thy rest,
God called ye home,
He thought it best.”
I never knew what haunted the house,
But something did.
On the side of the house by the brook
Was a 15 foot pile of firewood,
A foot from the shakes, but Good God!
Don’t people know termites
Can fly and fly up into those shakes where
They add to the misery of age?
I remember standing in the upstairs hall,
Looking out into the black night,
And seeing the foxfire centered over the
A wood pile. Gold, a fool’s gold indeed.
I was greedy for that fool’s gold, being
A willing enough young fool.
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The house had grown into a fragile, elderly old dame,
In desperate need of her toilette
To repair the ravages of years.
No roses blooming on the trellis,
No pots of flowers flanking the front door,
The iron holders for the window boxes
Like empty arms imploring some blossoms.
I turned and walked away,
With memories good and tragic,
I had grown apart, or grown more cynical,
Life taking a toll on long-ago memories,
Now saddened but at a strange peace.
Finally freed of the haunts of the houseIt’s history, too.
Nothing I could do to repair
The ravages of time or fashion.
Jane’s process notes:
My childhood home in New Jersey countryside no longer my home. PreRevolutionary War house my deceased father restored in the 1950′s.

Jane Kohut-Bartels has published 4 books on poetry and short story. Her fifth,
“The Nightingale’s Song” will be published late 2014. She specializes in medieval
Japanese literature and resides in Atlanta, Ga.
Jane blogs at Lady Nyo’s Weblog.
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Well
by Ron. Lavalette

All the water we needed was
well below the glacial till.
Twelve gallons a minute, four
hundred feet down. Charlie
and his boys had to keep
changing the bit, making sure
the mud went down smooth, the
flush and cuttings came up
like they should.
Three
blistering days went by
before they hit anything
vaguely resembling bedrock;
three days of a grumbling crew,
the chaser truck shuttling
back and forth for pipe,
for Cokes and smokes and
general store hoagies, hotter
than sweltering hell and only
the middle of May.
Tonight,
two Mays later, I’m out on
the deck, an icy gin and tonic
reminds me it’s almost summer
again, Venus smiles down, farmboys
off in the distance, probably
drunk, have themselves a little
impromptu fireworks display,
either because they just got back
from Toronto, or because they’re
too whopping drunk to know it’s
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not quite the Fourth.
Either way,
I’m waiting for you here
beside the well tonight, enjoying
the show from a distance; happy
as man lately lost in the desert
come in at last for something cool
to drink.

Ron. Lavalette (Barton VT) has been widely published, both in print and online.
A reasonable sample of his published work can be found at Eggs Over Tokyo.
Ron. blogs at: Scrambled, Not Fried
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Where I’m From
by Marianne McNamara

I am from the land of sky-blue-waters,
the only daughter in a family of sons,
the one who never quite fit in.
I am the descendant of a German grandmother
I never knew and a Polish grandma I adored.
I am from a sprawled-out ranch house on a lake,
a crystal chandelier and pocket doors.
I am from a simple country church surrounded
by a patchwork of pastures and cornfields,
the unbeliever with the Catholic upbringing
who sang hymns on Sunday morning and ate
doughnuts in the church basement after Mass.
I’m from black and white television,
Little House on the Prairie books,
barefoot walks down dusty country roads,
chocolate chip cookies in the red kitchen after school.
I’m from Sarah Bernhardt peonies at the back door,
two blue canoes, a rowboat, a dog named Sam,
and the pink bedroom with gauzy organdy curtains.
I am from Dad listening to the ball game
on the radio at the end of a busy day,
Mother darning socks in the chair next to him,
her iced tea glass dripping condensation,
father loving mother all his life long.

Marianne’s process notes:
Kentucky author George Ella Lyon wrote the richly inspiring poem “Where I’m
From,” in 1993. Since then, it’s been used by teachers as a template in writing
classes and at family reunions. It makes a wonderful exercise in exploration. It
speaks to the power of roots and the power of poetry. I used it here to guide my
poem.
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Marianne McNamara lives in St. Paul where she weaves together life as a writer
of poetry, a food blogger and chef de cuisine, a shutterbug and grandmother to the
amazing Nora and Annie. She began writing after she burned out as a school
volunteer. Her poetry has appeared in a variety of anthologies, sidewalks and one
magazine.
Marianne blogs at *elle écrit*.
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Speaking in Tongues (This is Autism)
by Nicole Nicholson

I speak in tongues: I burn,
scorching my voice with the rising dawn,
igniting words and air
until my throat-flame has gone–
and I leave a phalanx of fire made
from bundled armies of fulgent spears.
Trees bend low to the river
to soothe their scorched ears.
My bones are gravid with words,
my brain swollen with pictures:
my attic cries for release from
words drenched with tinctures–
bleeding film, turgid and dripping,
slithers underneath my skin
to exit through my fingertips. Read
the blood to know where I’ve been.
Tear the stars from my belly if you must:
but know that my feathers are ink and sky.
Pull down Heaven upon my head–
maybe you will see me cry,
but maybe you will see me dance
my stripped wire patterns into the earth,
a waggle dance woven into my soul,
double-helixes programmed before birth
from which both my gifts and pain come.
I will not erase these from my soul.
They are the reason I speak in tongues,
extracting ribbons of cellophane gold
from the cathedral of strings, alive
and forever oscillating in my heart.
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I would not be this colored soul:
a tuning fork, pitched by this art
of words. This is my autism: it blossoms,
lotus-curved, white floating blooms
open to the sky to drink in the rain
while the ignorant build rows of tombs
and declare us dead. Pity is a grave, unfit
for the living. I don’t regret the wings
that God gave me. I will speak in tongues,
I will fly, and I will forever sing.

Nicole’s process notes:
I wrote this poem almost four years ago, when I was a self-diagnosed Aspie (the
term “Aspie” is a colloquialism for someone who has Asperger Syndome, one of
the manifestations of autism).
The first version of this poem came out of me in a much different form than you
see here. It was a word train of anger and frustration at not only my difficulties
with communication and being misunderstood but also the misconceptions about
autism I had encountered up to that point. The latter I had seen to some degree
because of Autism Speaks’ pity-based fundraising and negative messages which
painted autistic people as hopeless, helpless, tragic people in desperate need of a
cure. I subscribe to the idea of neurodiversity, which is the belief that autism and
other neurological conditions are not only neurologically valid ways of being but
are normal variations in the human genome, and of course, I was upset at the idea
that I needed to be either “cured” for simply being myself or that people like me
should be genetically wiped out of existence.
Fast forward to late 2013. I heard about the “This Is Autism” flashblog event in
which autistics and their allies were encouraged to write about what autism means
to them. This was an action of positivity to combat yet another round of negative
messages from Autism Speaks that implied that we and our families suffered
because of autism, or that we were helpless burdens on our families. I suddenly got
inspiration to rewrite the original poem, as I always felt that it needed…something
else. So I rewrote it to reflect a more focused and positive statement of what autism
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meant to me. I normally don’t write rhyming poetry, but when the first stanza
rhymed itself, I just kept going. Every word is the truth – my truth.
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Sunday, December 18, 1994
by Nicole Nicholson

Sunday, December 18, 1994.
A gray woolen sky unfolds herself
over our heads, bleeding in all directions.
I am eighteen years old, have never
been behind the wheel of a car. The
white Mustang, only five years old,
rumbles and snorts underneath my seat,
its rippled mechanical muscle churning
just below the surface of white paint
trying its best to glisten in cloudlight.
I pull my leaden, brand new brake foot
away and rest it on the gas pedal: that
horse gallops, veering right. There are no
rubber treaded hooves rolling cleanly
over double-yellow striped asphalt. They
stomp and thunder, embossing new tracks
into the green grass softly lining the road’s
shoulder.
My memories of what happens next:
a series of flashcards, in sight and sound.
BRAKE! BRAKE!
I hear my stepbrother shouting, but
his mean steed is charging ahead through
other people’s front lawns: I hear him only
through a tunnel. I cannot move my body.
I cannot feel my fingers. I cannot see anything
except scenery rushing towards me.
Someone’s mailbox – a little metal head
stuck on a long wooden neck – falls underneath
the horse’s hooves and dies. We keep
rolling forward until the horse slams itself –
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headfirst – into a long brown giant with wires
strung around the ears.
The horse dies, of a broken skull.
We are soon taken away in the bellies
of screaming red metal creatures.
The paramedics wrap our necks
in plastic and foam, fearful that they
are even just a little bit looser from
our spines. We are just a little bit looser,
too, from our tiny wrinkled hovels in space-time:
but neither of us acknowledge this. The sirens
announce our exit as we leave
a broken metal carcass behind.

Nicole’s process notes:
When I was home from college over Christmas Break in 1994, my stepbrother
insisted on taking me out on the local roads to teach me how to drive. I had never
been behind the wheel of a vehicle, and I didn’t even have a learner’s permit. But
excited at the prospect of actually driving a car, I decided to go.
Out of this whole experience, I ended up with a citation for driving without a
license and a hospital bill that haunted me in the form of bill collection calls until it
was finally paid by my stepbrother’s insurance company — not to mention, a
tendency of driving a little too close to the left side of my lane even to this day (the
car veered off the right side of the road, so I’m still a little nervous about driving
too far right).
I had talked a little about this experience before, but I had never written about it.
When I wrote this poem, I had to remember this experience — without overanalysis or careful thought — and just let the memory carry me, trying to notice
the details as I went along.
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Two Monkeys, a Raven, and a Lizard King
by Nicole Nicholson

Dear Jim: you kept
talking about lizards,
but I think you had
a monkey crouched
behind your eyes.
I’m just as guilty,
wringing ravens out of
a writing desk while
my violet-eyed,
rainbow-skinned capuchin
shovels moon dust
into his mouth and
screeches as he hops
between neuron branches.
I can’t tie him down.
I tried to kill him, but
was left with a smoking match
and charred skin like
the cracked charcoal
I once swallowed as
glittery black cocktails
in cheap plastic cups.
And I see yours,
floating downstream
in a stinking amber flood.
You drowned in that river
long before the Paris bathtub.
You killed the monkey
and you killed the man, too.
I know now that wires
poke out through my skin
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and stand at attention.
I hang letters and signs
from their silver, pin-prick
heads: autism, ADHD.
And my monkey still lives.
Ask your monkey sometime
for his name, and see
what he tells you.
Why don’t we trade
scar stories like stickers?
Tell me how you
rebuilt your wings out of
powder, pills, books, and
liquid heaven because
your original ones were
pulled away from your body
when you were five.
In return, I’ll tell you how
I almost skinned and gutted out
the red drum inside my chest.
Meanwhile, our monkeys
can get gone on cheap stardust
and toast to two things:
one, the fabulous ends
of our ignorance,
and two, that they’ll
never receive eviction notices
from our frontal lobes.

Nicole’s process notes:
I wrote this over a two-day period. It began as kind of a snarky, messy thing but I
spun part of it off into this poem while the other portion will become another
poem, eventually. It’s an epistle to Jim Morrison, who I suspect was also
neurodivergent–specifically, I think he either was bipolar, or the more likely
scenario, had ADHD.
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In private conversations with others, I’ve compared my battle with impulse control
to trying to restrain a wild monkey. I’ve also woken up in the middle of the night
with a mind that will NOT quiet–I nickname this tendency “monkey mind”.
Morrison was an intensively creative mind, impulsive, and a risk-taker–but he paid
a heavy price. I know some folks will call me out for trying to diagnose a dead
man, but I consider this poem an act of echolocation and reflection. So, I invite the reader to
read, and consider.

Nicole Nicholson is the editor of a new online literary journal, Barking Sycamores,
which focuses on poetry and writing on the autism spectrum.
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Sotto Voce
by Paul Kent Oakley

“He was a stowaway,” Mom whispers
conspiratorially, poking the bent tines of
a fork at her pork loin and overcooked
green beans. I look around the dingy buffet
to see who this news needs concealing from.
Her great-great grandfather worked the debt
off in farm labor, breaking frontier sod
with rough, calloused hands, never facing
prison or deportation. He died a venerable
old man a hundred years ago, outliving
his third wife, pater familias to a
three-mothered brood of upstanding
Christian citizens of this New World, this
New Jerusalem. Out of Welsh poverty, he
became a landed gentleman of a new Albion,
elder in his church.
“He was a stowaway,” she rasps to make sure
I know there’s sin, unspeakable sin in the
family tree. I let loose a belly laugh,
spilling my soda. “How long’s’e been dead,
Mom?” A rare blush crosses her cheeks. She
stabs a forkful of green beans and puts
them in her mouth. Dad grins, showing his
broken tooth, and doesn’t say a word.

Paul’s process notes:
From the time I was little, my mother told, with some combination of true shame
and titillation, the story of my great grandmother’s grandfather making his way
from Britain to the US as a stowaway, not being discovered until they were in the
middle of the Atlantic. For a child growing up in a very staid family and in a
community where it was so quiet you could hear the corn grow, this was
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mesmerizing. Almost as good as having a pirate in one’s lineage. It is a family
story of uprooting oneself from home and planting oneself in a new place, but
being able to do so only by breaking the law.
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Chantilly
by Paul Kent Oakley

family extended so far even mom’s fifth
cousins from a mile down the road and from
mexico city were crowded in with the rest of
us that thanksgiving day in aunt bernice and
uncle melvin’s brickfaced 1930′s bungalow on
their farm just outside of the village. My
brothers and cousins and second cousins and
children of relatives i no longer remember
grabbed handfuls of grandma’s rich chocolate
-chip cookies and ran to the unfinished
basement to play pingpong and house and
create a pecking order that included rankings
for everyone we didn’t know yet too. Some of
the older kids wouldn’t let us younger
cousins watch as they played spin the bottle
and kissed or ran out behind the barn for
shortlived privacy, but i kept returning to
the dessert table, waiting for the okay to be
given, for life to begin. apple pies and
pumpkin pies and mince pies and raisin pies
that would all nearly disappear within
minutes out of the starting gate and cherry
delight and rice crispies treats and don’t
forget the annual rivalry between grandma’s
plum pudding and grandpa’s sister aunt
suzie’s. grandma wrapped her thick batter of
flour and eggs and molasses and raisins and
candied fruit in a cloth, tied tight at the
top, and boiled it in a huge kettle for three
hours, on her enclosed porch because her
kitchen was too crowded, steam condensing on
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windows and running down clapboard walls, the
air like a sweet steambath. out of its cloth,
the steaming pudding formed a sturdy, dark
rind that locked in the pudding’s moist
delights. aunt suzie’s pudding, steamed in a
tin mould with a tight lid was more elegant
to look at, but you had to boil a pudding for
three hours to get that wonderful rind, and
every year both puddings were eaten by those
who favored each style with orange sauce or
whipped cream according to their preference.
and i waited till the coast was clear. right
in the middle of this overladen table of
desserts, no one admitting back then to
reducing diets or concerned of fat or
cholesterol or worried about the very
ailments that would kill them off one by one,
right at the heart, the very heart of
thanksgiving, stood the biggest bowl aunt
bernice owned filled to the rim with whipped
cream. last thing to be prepared after the
turkey and farm hams were on their way to the
sideboard to be carved by menfolk eager to
eat so much they had to undo their pants and
let suspenders keep them decent, this final
task – the whipping of the cream. heavy
cream, well chilled, whipped with electric
beaters, vanilla and powdered sugar added
mostly carefully as the beaters whined and
clacked away, spattering apron fronts with
sweet mess. on pie, on pudding, the whipped
cream got dipped and dollopped and only many
years later in france i learned we’d been
eating chantilly on that midwestern farm, and
i bided my time and waited until everyone was
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sated and couldn’t bother themselves with a
nerdy kid’s preferences, and i took a big soup
bowl from the cupboard and filled it to the
rim with the only desert i wanted. And years
later in france i learned its fancy name that
could not conjure up the childish delight of
making myself sick on whipped cream
thanksgiving thursday surrounded by farextended family I barely can recall anymore
in uncle melvin and aunt bernice’s brick
bungalow on the farm just south of the village.

Paul’s process notes:
When I was growing up, holidays were all extended-family affairs. The foods were
Midwestern farm and working class fare, and the desserts were legion. Pies
especially, but cakes and whatever the most recent fad dessert was too. And at
Thanksgiving and Christmas, always, always plum pudding. Thanksgiving was
often at my great aunt’s house, so the where of this poem is very precise, right
down to the corner where the dessert table stood.

Paul Kent Oakley is currently finishing up his training to be an ordained minister
in the Unitarian Universalist tradition. Unsurprisingly, a lot of what occupies
Paul’s creativity is spiritual and religious in origin, but he believes that the
specifics of the artist’s inspiration give grounding so that what is said may be
equally felt across the lines of identity that might otherwise divide us.
Paul blogs at Inner Light, Radiant Life.
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Silence is a Homing Thing
by Grace Lo Porto

Silence is a homing thing—
A mother’s whispered prayer
Is too much a breathing thing.
Whispers on the stair
Grate upon my whimpering,
No, life isn’t fair.
Silence is a homing thing,
But I will not go there.
Grace’s process notes:
I thought of a friend when I wrote this, and the people whose lives are filled with
silences–the people whose families have things to hide. Abuse, fear, everything.
Home isn’t good for everybody.

Grace Lo Porto writes poetry sometimes, tutors sometimes, and is currently
working as an intern at the NYC Bitcoin Center. She wants very much to get a
Masters in biology and be a nun, in that order, but if that doesn’t work out she’d
love to be rich, so she can help out all the people asking for change in the New
York subway system.
Grace blogs at Breathe Read Live.
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i am from
(the hudson, part I)
Carey Danielle Rasmus
i am from a city on the hudson
green
trees envy me
because i walk with the legs they dream of
this river is like sap in my veins
rooting me
to this land
touching me
with beauty
chaining me
with invisible threads
my prayers go out to the river
dropping like child thrown pebbles
and then forgotten
as waves devour the ripples
of my concern
i envy the trees the simplicity
of their capture
they need the land until death calls
there is no question
only dreams
i have the possibility of distancing myself
the physical foot follows foot ability
but my roots dig far into this soil
clenching at bedrock
refusing to give me wings
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*

tidal.
(the hudson, part II)
the problem with poetry is that
sometimes
the truth changes
there was a time i wrote about the hudson
and how it was the blood in my veins
how i couldn’t leave its banks
how it held me there
chained
it was truth
i ricocheted
away and back
ebbing and flowing like its tides
it

was

truth

but my truth has changed
i have aged and moved
i am 3000 miles distant
and cannot go back
what was once life-sustaining
feels more like poison
tainting me still
breaking down my shores and sanity
breaking down my self
this is my truth
i haven’t lied
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it’s just that the truth
is tidal

Carey Danielle Rasmus is a special education teacher who specializes in at-risk
adolescents. She now lives in the San Francisco bay area with her husband, son,
and two cats. She grew up in the Hudson Valley of New York state.
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farmers
by Neil Reid

life on the farm is a practical life.
I mean you’re practically bare, just you
and the dirt, and yea, the blessings of
sky, the curses of blights. or maybe no.
maybe you just grow dirt.
some of us clean and straighten olding
rusting nails. any waste is food missing
from your plate.
but mostly, practically, you just work,
work and wait. blossoms come brief.
mostly, practically, you just start
things out, leaning in with a shove.
then wait and watch for the wheel
to turn. it’s hard work. even doing
nothing is labor’s slow rhyme.
yea, sometimes it’s amusing like
when cows chase an old worn tire
down the hillside slope. or when
uncle slips, falls into the pond and
comes dripping back into the house.
although we try not to laugh, not
too much. we each take a share
that way.
and when things go bad or ill or
broke, like when the cat gets sick,
you make a bed from an old blanket,
hope for the best, take what you get.
tell the children, don’t get attached.
you don’t spend on what don’t grow
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the crops. practical bones.
maybe us too.
and maybe that’s some part why
we gave up the farm, chasing tires
down the hill.
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Chesbro slopes
they say winter, but it’s not
by Neil Reid

photograph © Neil Reid

I’m missing your hips, like some
soft brown lover who never quite
arrived in this bed. even while
I’m yet just arm’s length close.
who wouldn’t be joined after those
sweet summer scents breathed
into me. pillows cheek to cheek.
even mostly yellowed dry fleece
impart brazen thistle seeds along
the trailed edge of a passing gasp.
carry me away with you.
blown thigh high hugging near
the curve of breasts, and as no
child wonders, will I land in dry
wind or damp cleft?
manzanita bones or oaken ripe
ribs where lizards tease their
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shadows swift. a forked tongue
or two between the stones.
that shattered soil inhabits
every inch of limb and thought,
dust like new born talc. never
all brushed out of clothes.
suppose no tears left the
watershed for any child who
fell, orphan from that communal
ravenous choir.
paws that would willingly feast
on any wayward child lost inside
the backside woods. no
greater love.
now, if I were to leave
it would be only me who
misses you.
but yea, your wandered
curves are drawn in me.
some thistles here remain.

Neil’s process notes:
About “place” that we call home. This is mine. Whether close or far I feel this
inside of me. Don’t know another, only one, this one, but suppose not uncommon
how one place feels more in rhythm with myself than another does. Homing
instinct? What sets the compass inside each of us. My home is more dry yellowbrown than green and the very soil has a scent strong as any other presence here.
So much might be well settled, civilized, but there is a wildness yet close at hand
and it looks just like this.
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the boy who only spoke poems
by Neil Reid

raised by decent farm folk but who spoke
in dirt & trees & hammers & nails. orchard talk.
he didn’t have much to say.
he played with sticks and cats and things that
made sense to him.
neither rakes nor hoes nor brooms, nor even
a mother’s typewriter tongue engaged his ears.
only an old green yellow glowing radio
as tall as the floor was not and sprouted,
reached to the limb where he perched.
mystery, a faceless voice made right sense to him.
as years grew a few inches more he tried and tried
to speak, but it came out like dislocation and sorrowful,
none of that true, all of that lies. but worst part was,
he began to believe the made-up part.
he spoke in masks. painted bright, reds & yellows
& sea-green blues, but all of that remained steadfast,
a lie. the way clouds lie about stars.
then he thought language must be about the box,
about fingers & toes & arms & feet, although legs
almost made a bicycle leap
over moon-eyed restlessness.
then studied, like the king’s english said he should.
but couldn’t stand poems till that day, discovered,
it wasn’t poems, it was what they didn’t say.
so he wrote bad poems all day long. changed his ways.
even wrote this poem you’re reading right now.
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Neil Reid writes poems when things make sense to him. That don’t happen just
every day. He likes poems that perhaps learn something along the way. Something
practical. But then sometimes he just writes something altogether different. Poems
should be real, he’s pretty sure of that. Except sometimes.
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Now and again…
by Peter Roundy

My Father didn’t like the wind,
And he said so many times,
But I never thought to ask him
Why… Or why not.
So why, then, I wonder,
Do I love the wind,
Or think I do?
I sit and watch, through a wide glass pane,
A dainty breeze stir an elephant’s ear,
A caladium, really,
And it touches my breath,
As I count IN and OUT, in a place,
This space
Swept clear of words and numbers too,
Like a leaf landing,
Dying to be home.

Peter Roundy was raised in Andover, Massacchusetts, and has lived in Boca
Raton, Florida, for the last forty years.
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In Slow Rumble
by Pamela Sayers

Life’s emotion is an impulse
trying to find a way to move
like a rhythm-based sonata circling the room.
I watch people kneel at the altar,
waiting for a miracle between prayers,
finding their fists saturated with hope.
An old man leans against a wall,
his dog waits close by, listening
with intent; at their feet a torn leather jacket
embraces earth’s poetic voice;
their world’s naked,
clean of rhetoric, without artifice.
This Mexican sky is dark,
like cats with fearful tight eyes;
tonight’s rain was fresh, loving, and slender
on a sidewalk at the foot of a tree,
waiting for a bus in slow rumble.
If I had a son I’d show him this picture.
Poor Moon is a canary’s song of gypsies,
creation’s invisible sweet scent,
I want to say something:
like how nice it would be to stay in my room
all night and alone.
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My Love Has Remained
by Pamela Sayers

I love you though your eyes
go off to suffer in vain
like suspects on an inky surface
in desolation’s death
I love you in flames
destroyed
there
against the wall
against the city
against the sun and wind
my love has remained
a warrior trapped in our memories
fingers twisted in the air
Beautiful fruit of silent November days
breathes when the voice of a woman goes looking
for nakedness with irreparable eyes
that open like a river of pebbles plummeting
against the bend
of clay beneath my feet.
Pamela’s note: “My Love Has Remained” will live with me forever. It is dedicated
to my husband, Michael.
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When Twilight Betrays Fog
by Pamela Sayers

These streets are naked
when twilight betrays fog,
fauna of love in balsamic body colors …
those are your words.
I find the cover
of a dark tunic promise
and its persuaded powers
in your hair where the sun is not lost
on ships of dawn.
An aurora descends;
boats drown while seagulls knot
mourning along the beach.
I feel sea’s motion;
it nestles beneath
my breathing while I sleep
and dream years in this space.
The window lights heart’s floor;
I don’t know you more than night
if I want the moon when perfect,
I want the stars when bright;
tendrils caress my vision,
a sweep of beams
upon my hands in degrees.
I hear the sound of morning …
a call in the vacant field.

Pamela Sayers lives in Puebla, Mexico. She loves the culture, how family and
friends are always first. She lives with her husband, Michael, three dogs, a cat and
a parrot. Teaching English for her is extremely rewarding.
Pamela blogs at wordsandthoughtspjs.
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Outside the window, life goes on
by Victoria Slotto

photograph (c) Victoria Slotto

outside my window, our neighbor putters in her garden.
her roses languish while weeds have their way.
chemo, a fourth round, has taken its toll.
a few wispy hairs blow in the soft breeze.
i close my door gently behind me and we exchange a quick hug.
fear of crushing fragile bones holds me back a little
though her spirit soars, strong, unwavering
like the circling hawk above us, sun on golden wings.
at a distance a blackbird caws,
while hummingbird savors nectar,
drinks in the sweetness of the moment,
unafraid of that which is to come.
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Winter Coming Home
by Victoria Slotto

photograph (c) Victoria Slotto

Our droughted land thirsts.
Dry timber, broken branches,
creviced earth wait in silence.
Migratory birds pass through,
shelter in the branches of an evergreen,
huddle together in thickets of bramble-
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berries. Stretch their necks and sing
farewell, then leave us behind, wanting
more of their lilting joy.
Yesterday, a short-lived intrusion
of warblers surprised us with a brandnew song, stayed for a while then took
flight. This morning I keep watch.
Hesitantly, gray skies yield sparse
flakes here and there until
at last, earth opens her yearning maw,
welcomes her winter lover,
soaks in bliss.

Victoria C. Slotto, novelist, poet, former hospice nurse, spiritual seeker, lover of
nature writes from her home in Reno, NV and from her writing retreat in Palm
Desert, CA. David, her husband, her two dogs and her lover, Words, lend meaning
and joy to her life.
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Luther Herman Tilley
by Debi Swim

Luther Sherman Tilley you were born
but liked Herman better so changed it,
still everyone called you Luther
‘cept me, you were grandpa to me.
You talked with a wuffle
Cause you had no teeth
Though your lips didn’t cave in as
Toothless ones do.
Your Irish red hair dulled to sand
topped a face weathered by time and fights
from your hot tempered youth .
A broken nose, blinded right eye, missing fingers,
relics of work accidents in the mine and mill,
could have looked harsh and unkind
but softened under your
leprechaun grin.
You carried a small knife in your pocket
A multi-purpose affair of handiness
That cut off corns,
Sliced apples into bite sized nubs
You mushed with strong gums,
Daubed Vick’s down the back of your throat
To sooth a cough,
And plucked tiny splinters from tiny fingers.
You wore plaid shirts and striped pants
To Mom and Grandma’s annoyance,
You smelled of Aqua Velva in the morning
and hard work at night.
You watched Matt Dillon and Ben Cartwright religiously
And read your Bible, cover to cover, worshipfully
And that is the picture I carry in my head,
you in your favorite chair with God’s word on your knee.
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Debi’s process notes:
My father died when I was six years old so my mother, brother, sister and I
returned to live with my mom’s parents in Shouns, TN until I was thirteen. My
grandparents were my roots and security and this poem reflects my love and
thankfulness to my grandfather.
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Halcyon Years
by Debi Swim

We lived with
Grandmother and Grandfather
in the four room cinderblock house
Grandpa built
after Daddy died.
We carried water
from a spigot he installed
in the front yard
cold, sweet water
from Aunt Elsie’s well.
Electricity we had
but no central heat,
a coal stove in the living room
where we rotisseried ourselves
back to front , front to back.
Food we had plenty,
common country fare,
enough to wear
and security and love
to last a life time.
The yard and hills
were our playground
fireflies and June bugs in summer
snowmen and sledding in winter
and big puddles after the rain.
The happiest, safest, idyllic years
reside there in the eastern most
corner of Tennessee
in days long past from which
Time has exiled me.
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No way, no way back
though I yearn to return
to slamming screen doors
and skillet fudge
and gnarled, loving hands.

Debi’s process notes:
I have been gone from this childhood home for almost fifty years and yet those
days live as fresh as yesterday. That child ever lives inside somewhere.

Debi Swim, wife for 36 years, mother of three children (who live in Washington,
Ohio and Alabama) and grandmother of six adorable boys, lives in West Virginia.
She enjoys writing poetry, reading science fiction/dystopian, and being a
homebody.
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Keepsakes like a breath
by Irene Toh

My mother wore jade,
heaven made,
with no twist in fate
to unbend her, except heavenward,
life so sweet, if unmade.
I stared at the lilies
so pink, stayed in
the present tense, rumble
in the music,
in some chronological
sense, because it took as long
to figure out.
That time isn’t meant to
be one long string
tied to your ear,
it bends, it gets into
terrible knots,
creating sensations
like strings,
like music.
That gold glitters on
my sister’s neck,
linking her back to
a heart of diamonds
so sweet, my father’s
little keepsakes.
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say it. like you mean it
by Irene Toh

Calm is the feeling of big rock
not ousted by ravaging waves,
dampness seeped into boulder’s
blunt edges, slippery-like
fins ruthlessly circling,
smelling blood.
It is a numbness forbidding
love, the wintry cold smoking
plumes of fog. Michael asks,
must it always be like this.
Achingly beautiful corpses,
walking hope.
Say you don’t need cheering up.
You do. Say you won’t disappear
into the ether. Say ether.
Say it. Like you mean it,
holding a book, curling dog-eared
at the edges. Say I love you so much
you won’t bail.
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The World Is In Me
by Irene Toh

New moon. Smudged words I had been trying
to read. Dizzyingly thick, plots flew into
a witch’s pot. I tried tetchily to transcend.
What to toss? My faltering sight spiked.
Cupping eyeballs. Pray do not leave me now.
Prelude to change. Tempest unreconciled.
Green bottled drink. Lines break. Sensations
as discontinuous threads. A layer of moss.
Clumps sprung in green. My son begins
a new road. Gift of a rare red plume.
Time grew mythical. All my life sharpened into
a point. Then a wrecking ball. Which remembers
more, mind or body? What do we fear, having
nothing to remember? When both dissemble,
a crumbly matter. Others bear dull witness.
This February morning, bathed in the memory of
another. We have courted, opened as flowers.
Aquariums never die. My nephew sits, watches
corals, how the goby fish burrows sand. Who is
watching? Dry-eyed now. My term ending.
We’re a series of births & deaths evolving.
Spring’s rebirth. The memory of incidents
faded. Mouths opening like fish. I know now
what I want clearly. This is what was given me.
In the velvet of petals, filaments of desire
remembering, yet not of the mind, nor of the body.
Words seived in the receptacle: I am not in the
world. Sand danced around the spongy edges of
radial corals. My son looked through the glass.
What could be a greater truth? The world is in me.
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Irene Toh lives on a tropical island. She writes about fall and plums, spring and
lilacs, summer and fishes, winter and bears. Mostly she’s inspired by the moon and
the stars.
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His Place
by Marian Veverka

The old stone house was Pa’s house.
You could tell
By the prints his boots made in the carpets
And by the smell
Of tobacco permeated though the halls
And bedroom, especially the curtains and the walls
Proclaimed that “Pa was here” and not so long ago
When he listened to his favorite songs
On his transistor radio…
On rainy mornings the walls will leak
That old tobacco scent
And we can follow Pa around
Every where he went.

Marian Veverka worked part time at the Port Clinton OH public library for over
thirty years. Her poems have appeared in many literary journals and magazines.
She lives near Marblehead OH, on the shores of Lake Erie.
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Shack Smack in the Middle of Nowhere
by Walter Wojtanik

A lean to,
we didn’t mean to abuse it.
A gaggle of boys meant to use it
and a fortress; a hide-out and
sanctuary from the girls and the world.
It stood stoic,
a ramshackle bit of boards,
thatched roof and Lord knows
how high weeds can grow to hide it.
Inside it we found it ready to give in,
not knowing
it was lived in, it was a home
for a soul left searching for a fair shake,
it didn’t take us long to do the wrong thing.
All was lost. Everything was tossed about and out
leaving nothing
of creature comfort or pride.
the insides gutted and drained
and all that remained was guilt in a twelve year
old’s heart and mind. I’ve come to find times
where life rides rough-shod
over God’s good creatures, and
the features on this man’s face told the tale.
We had failed to consider his human condition,
that this treasured addition to God’s green earth
had been given this berth.
My father and I, carpenter and
apprentice set to get this wrong righted
To take this shack from blighted, back to the home
one man cherished, smack in the middle of nowhere.
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Four Walls
by Walter Wojtanik

Plenty of room
in plenty of rooms,
but this place is the space,
where my writing mind feels right.
A chair, a desk, a thesaurus
and a chorus of rhymes that find
a home in a house full of rooms.
Inspired and wired to pen poems
and show them to the world
one verse at a time. Four walls
to hold a muse that refuses
to stay put but finding a space
in a place with plenty of room
in plenty of rooms.

Walter J. Wojtanik has been developing his writing style for 45 years offering
words in various disciplines: lyricist, playwright, fiction writer. But his best
successes were as a poet, holding the title of Poet Laureate in 2010 for Writer’s
Digest/Poetic Asides. He continues to learn and grow.
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Ontology
by Barbara Young

This is my house, this box on paper painted
a touch of coffee in cream. With thick black,
slapdash strokes, it has windows on its sides. Its front–
another window, and a door (to which we shall return).
The back was to be clean but, well, I painted a garden on the wall. Daisies,
mostly, and asters and zinnias (not good at peony, larkspur,
love-in-a-mist complications, suggest them with splats).
Larger than any flower, a bee, black paint and yellow.
So. House, garden, windows. A door that doesn’t open.
Yet: it is a door.
Once, I went to Home Depot and bought
a hollowcore door. I placed it across two 2-drawer file cabinets,
and it was a desk. If I should cut along the lines
of my paper home’s door, remove the rectangle,
leave it leaning, maybe against a flower,
and a gust sends it
fluttering and sliding along sidewalk and street;
leaves it to lie face-down in the intersection. Cars,
the UPS truck, couples with strollers roll over it, making patterns.
Pebbles dimple the paper. Is it a door?
Meanwhile. Empty space remains,
beside the painted window.
Go into the box by way of it,
it is a portal, passage, doorway: door.
I can’t lock the wolf out or my painted cat, in.
It has no hinges and no knob, can’t
be placed across two files and called a desk. And yet.
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Spoiler: Life Continues Anyway
by Barbara Young

That the story goes on: Is that
what makes your hope
to dress in white wings
and sing hosannahs
until creation winks away?
Why ask for eternity without pain?
Isn’t the ending enough?
Beautiful. One crow against the low light sky
calls to the one that crossed the window before.
I look again, sunset. And then more will change.
The tip of the fig tree has begun to glow yellow.
Fall is late this year and not a symbol.
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As Before
by Barbara Young

Another century, and it’s the same: dull and terrible,
like state spoons and ceramic figurines. Dull and terrible.
They sold us the cold war like a new Ford or Oldsmobile.
Bomb became joke; annihilation became dull and terrible.
Suburban streets run white with trademarked ornamental pears.
Come fall the trees burst with identical flames, dull and terrible.
We bought the ranch-style brick suburbs and, then, black SUVs.
Wrote sex as a suburban genre, made it lame, dull, and terrible.
School bathroom mirrors glazed with hairspray reflect their faces.
In slit glimpses girls on toilets cry into their hands dull and terrible.
A whitebread, lightbread girl becomes a doughy old woman.
A too-late-to-get it right old poet of a dame dull and terrible.

Barbara Young is aging, without grace, in Tennessee. The fat girl who wrote
poetry in highschool gave that up in her 20s, thinking poets were supposed to have
something to say. Took forty years to accept that as was wrong. She is fairly
stubborn.
Barbara blogs at Rough Words.
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BONUS TRACKS
Ekphrastic poems written to Catrin Welz-Stein’s “Cocoon 2”

Vine
By Barbara Young

They grew up together.
An apple and a pear
planted in the same hole.
Two parts of one whole,
they drank honeysuckle nectar,
pulling the stamen slowly,
so as not to lose the drop of sweetness.
They shared a sweetness
of expression. And a love of rain.
But were otherwise different
as last year and the next.
*
The Eternal Now
By Debi Swim
If I could step beyond and see
the totality of me
stretched from beginning to end
it would not be
a linear point A to B
but a spiral building upon itself.
It isn’t the distance that I walk
how big or small a life I live,
it is the progression inside this shell
rooms I decorate
with treasures found along the way
that I revisit near the end
and find they have become… me.
That final room leads to… where?
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I’ll seep like vapor from this carapace
begin again in some new place
in strands of light
fractured prisms of
dazzle and glint
free at last
of stifling moments.
*
Aanteekwa Prays to Lily Hands
By Nicole Nicholson
O Lily Hands, how do you
rest so serenely, liminal limbs
coiled inside a cocoa cocoon?
And do you sing like a seafoam soul
from Andersen’s pages ages ago –
his fish-tailed female reflection
formed by curls of ink, leaking
to love daylight that peers
down through the limpid glass
of a dream ocean?
You must know, Lily Hands,
that I have longed to join the throngs
who know their legs and do not
see hookah-smoking caterpillars and
gilded witches in the mirror when
they’ve been told they were made
out of steel mills. Yet you sit,
coiled and content with your back
to your mirror. Tell me: does your
seafoam ever sing the blues?
I have emerged, Lily Hands,
from a old chrysalis wearing
a new face and beating my wings.
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But there was a time when I
did not know my wings, and an
ugly duckling lived inside my larynx
honking lead tones while laying
golden egg arias in her sleep.
Every now and again, I crack
one open so I can hear it sing.
Would you like to trade,
Lily Hands — an egg for a
blossom? Seafoam for
cyclones and ruby slippers?
Maybe if I scratch away your skin,
I’ll see another ugly duckling
breaking mirror surface,
erupting into the Call of Light
and becoming Swan. O Lily Hands,
teach me how to hold blossoms,
how to trust The Mirror:
I have been running from Her
for too long.
*
Patches of Blue
By De Jackson
The sky shakes open, and she tangles herself in bits
of broken, roots herself deep and embraces her other
side. She hides small things in fragile, quiet hands but
lets them bloom, if only to make room for all these way
-ward stripes. It’s late now, and she’s cold, but pull her
from her shell and perhaps she’ll tell a story for the road.
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*
Mershelle, My Belle
By Irene Toh
The world’s indifference, she thinks,
contracts one into a shell.
So she retracts, recontracts–
just when you think it’s safe
to go outside.
The curvature of spine and bone
blended with my lilies, and
when I’ve inhabited my shell
long enough,
my legs became nautilusshaped. My name is
Mershelle.
I turned into a cathedral, burned
electric votives.
My tirades grew soft.
Rooted firmly thus, I have begun sinking
till embedded in a self I
never knew was there
all this while.
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